Abstract
Introduction
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) transmission over satellite medium has very less jitter (10 µs maximum), while transmission over terrestrial medium introduces high jitter in the stream (max jitter in the order of 1ms). Jitter may arise due to the sources namely:
• Drift between transmitter and receiver • Network jitter • Jitter introduced due to transmitter and receiver front-end The maximum network jitter possible in terrestrial environment is 500 µs. At the set top box front-end more jitter is introduced because of the de-interleaving and other variable delays before providing data to the audio video drivers. A typical block diagram of the clock synchronization principle in set top box is shown in Figure 1 . At the encoder, the clock reference is encoded in the form of timestamps termed as Program Clock Reference (PCR). The decoder side uses clock information coming in the stream as a reference (PCR) to retrieve the stream timing information to decode the audio-video data accurately. The timestamps from the local decoder clock are termed as System Time Clock (STC) . It is absolutely critical in the MPEG standard [8] to extract the timing information accurately in order to play the audio/video smoothly at the decoder end.
The audio/video sync for set-top boxes can be maintained in two ways:
• Use the audio clock as a slave and video clock as a master, synchronize them to display on the television.
• Synchronize both the audio and video clocks with the encoder clock. The first technique is usually followed by most of the set top box manufactured these days. The problem with first technique is that there is a possibility that the timestamps coming from the encoder clock were not at encoder frequency of 27MHz, but within its tolerance range of 30 ppm (810Hz).
Figure.1. Principle of system synchronization for
Set-top box
If the audio video clocks assume that the encoder clock is time stamping at this rate, due to the drift
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Monika Jain, Dr. PC Jain, Sharad Jain, Ankit Jain between the encoder and decoder clocks, audio (slave) data packets may get lost. The result is audio glitches. On the other hand, forcing audio and video clocks to be synchronized with the encoder, audio data packets loss can be avoided. This highlights the importance of the clock synchronization in the set top box. Clock Synchronization is discussed for satellite environment in [1] . This technique, however fails for high jittery terrestrial environment because of the high settling time required by such algorithm. Clock recovery over ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) and packet switched networks has been addressed in many papers including [2] , [3] , [4] . These are too complex to be applied in the set top box real time operating system (RTOS) environment. Tryfonas and Varma [6] suggested a design methodology which subtracts an offset from the incoming PCR values. The jitter estimator calculates jitter on arrival of each PCR and provides for the offset to be subtracted. The estimation of jitter is the real challenge in this technique. Further, jitter introduced due to the set top box front-end is not taken into account by this algorithm. Ramamoorthy [5] provides clock synchronization using sub-sampling. The algorithm was not tested by the author under actual set top box environment constraints. Both the algorithms identified the set top box environment as the possible application but none has practically tested in this environment. The system constraints for the RTOS include CPU time usage and memory usage.
Comparing with above algorithms, it was found that their complexity caused a bottleneck for implementation in RTOS environment under the constraints discussed above. Our module provides a simpler solution for clock recovery used in set-top boxes for the DVB-Cable, DVB-Satellite and DVBTerrestrial environments.
Problem Analysis
In terrestrial broadcasting, COFDM (Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing) technique is used for data transmission over the air. The high jitter is due to multi-path reflections of transmitted waves before it is finally received. Furthermore, by analysis it was also found that extra jitter in case of terrestrial environment is due to interleaving interference [7] . High amount of jitter causes color loss and audio/video data loss. Data loss may also occur if the decoder clock is slower than the encoder clock. In this case, the data input to the display buffer memory is more than the output, which would lead to accumulation of the data in it, eventually causing buffer overflow. Similarly, if the decoder clock is faster than the encoder clock and eventually the buffer empties, the result is no more data to display. In both the cases, it results in audio with glitches, no video display, and sometimes video color loss. Terrestrial streams were stamped even at duration of less than 5 ms as shown in the inset of Figure 2 . This varying rate needs to be considered for designing the algorithm to prevent any false correction in frequency of the decoder. PCR sample arrival time for terrestrial conditions is shown in Figure 2 . As per DVB standards, PCR timestamp usually arrives after 40ms, the maximum delay being 100ms [8] . This time interval varies a lot in the terrestrial channels. It has been observed that a few PCR samples in some Terrestrial's streams were International Journal of Digital Content Technology and its Applications Volume 3, Number 4, December 2009 stamped even at duration of less than 5 ms as shown in the inset of Figure 2 . This varying rate needs to be considered for designing the algorithm to prevent any false correction in frequency of the decoder clock. Solution to this problem is discussed in section 3. Figure 3 show the frequency error (Eq. 3 in sections 3) with respect to PCR count. In a typical terrestrial environment these error samples complement each other and all the error samples may be averaged. By averaging, the error complements cancel out and only the actual drift between the decoder and encoder clock remains. As shown in Figure 3 Inset, the complement of error samples is not necessarily in its vicinity but may arrive after some time (a large spike in the downward direction is complemented after about 10 samples), so we need to consider some minimum previous values while averaging and find out the actual correction in the decoder clock. This is the starting point of developing our algorithm as discussed in section 3.2 for clock recovery which is different from sub-sampling algorithm as discussed in [5] . The focus is to keep a track of each PCR sample but average these values to provide stability to the decoder clock. The clock frequency on the decoder side in the final stable state should be at 27MHz with a tolerance of 30ppm. It is observed that if the jitter error is not effectively removed, this may result in a faulty correction applied to the decoder clock. This correction can cause the decoder clock to operate above the tolerance limits which may cause color loss in the television sets. The solution for this problem is discussed in section 3.
New Approach
When a new PCR value arrives at the decoder, the previous value is subtracted from the present one to get PCR_Diff. The STC timestamp is similarly processed to get STC_Diff. Neglecting any jitter for the moment, the error difference, called the Tick_Diff, is then calculated as in Eq. (1)
The true error estimate is error per cycle, or percentage error is found out by "(2)"
The frequency error is then found out by "(3)"
The
The Low Pass Filter
The error samples are checked to be valid or invalid. This is done using a simple low pass filter to reject all the values above a parameter termed as PCR_DRIFT_THRESHOLD (P). All the error samples beyond P are ignored. This has been done to handle PCR counter wrap around and channel change scenario in STB that can result very large false correction at decoder clock. It is further checked if the PCR sample arrival time is lesser than 20 ms to reject all the samples coming too fast. The PCR and STC data arriving before 20 ms is ignored otherwise it would have caused a false correction on the decoder clock. In this manner, bad PCR and STC data is handled effectively. This valid data is stored into a Moving window buffer for average calculations.
The Moving Window FIR Filter Algorithm
The sample values are stored into a window of size defined by a parameter MAX_WINDOW_SIZE (M). This parameter is of principal importance as it defines the amount of previous samples to be used for efficient averaging. It also determines the settling time for this algorithm. If the filter is applied over a large error sample size, the error calculated is more accurate but it takes a larger time for clock synchronization. However, a small window size is inappropriate as a single large sample can destabilize the sum of whole window and STC clock will not be stable. So, optimized value of M is found out for different jitter situations. Also, the correction in the frequency of the decoder clock should be applied only when a minimum number of samples are collected, defined by the parameter MIN_SAMPLE_NUM (S). This is done to prevent the initial spikes as it would average over a small sample set.
The strategy to calculate average error is to assign a weigh to each of the frequency error samples
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Monika Jain, Dr. PC Jain, Sharad Jain, Ankit Jain depending on some parameters. The Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter is made using taps equal to the size of window. The weighs are proportional to position of the element in the moving window in a pyramidal manner, the central tap being highest and edge taps being lowest. (4) A triangular filter is chosen compared to the exponential filters or any other filters used by researchers in the similar field. The reason for this is to develop a simpler filter to be implemented in a RTOS environment. The maximum weigh in the centre of the window is designed under the assumption that the compliment of error samples in the centre exist in the window, however the samples at the edges may not have their compliments in it.
Applying Corrections
After calculating the Average_error by maintaining the moving window and applying the FIR filter, this correction should be applied to the decoder clock. But this correction should not be applied in a single step as it can force the decoder clock outside tolerance limits. It should be applied gradual manner by damping this correction value. If no damping is done, the frequency change may be so much that this sharp change in frequency may not be sensed by the Television monitor's PLL(Phased Lock Loop) and may cause color shift of the video signal. To achieve above, Average_error was divided by the number of samples in the window (Store_count) and a constant damping factor called Gradual Correction Factor (GCF). The value of the damping factor was chosen such as to optimize the settling time with respect to the stability of the decoder. This average error per sample gives the correction to be applied to the local Decoder Clock as in " (6)"
This gives Average Error Per Sample (AEPS) as in
The parameters for the moving window were found out by analyzing the amount of jitter present in the stream. The STC difference between consecutive STC samples was found out after arrival of two consecutive PCRs. The standard deviation of the STC differences gives the approximate jitter. Extensive simulations were conducted to find out the value of the filter parameters M, S and P in jitter conditions varying from 0.1 ms to 1.2ms. A lookup table was made regarding the parameters to be adapted for the Clock Recovery module according to the amount of jitter in the stream, the algorithm tested in the set top box auto-adapts the parameters required.
Results
This algorithm has been simulated in MATLAB for testing response in satellite and terrestrial environments. The PCR data is extracted from live terrestrial and satellite streams and corresponding STC data is captured from the decoder clock. This dataset is then applied to the input to the MATLAB script. Since the STC data is captured when the decoder clock is running constantly at 27 MHz, this data is not the same as the STC value if the decoder clock frequency is changed by the clock recovery module. The MATLAB script calculates the simulated actual STC and then applies the algorithm discussed above to find out the correction at the decoder end. The plot of decoder frequency change with PCR count after running the simulation for satellite environment is shown in Figure 4 . The values of M, S and P for which the algorithm stabilized in the satellite environment were P=100, S=3 and M=30. The Parameter on The Y axis is decoder frequency-27 Mhz. It is used to find frequency change applied by the module. In satellite environment, error in the encoder clock is tracked very accurately and the decoder clock is synchronized in very short period as shown in Figure  4 . Assuming PCR arrival rate of 40 ms, the decoder side clock is recovered in almost 40 * 400/1000 = 16 sec. The environment for testing of the algorithm in terrestrial environment is explained in Figure 6 .The live DVB stream is fed to DVB-T Front-end which generates transport stream packets for the set top box drivers. The Clock Recovery module provides the timestamps to the video and audio drivers which provide a decoded audio-video signal to view on television for testing of color loss or audio-video data loss. The amount of jitter is measured with this setup for various streams using parameters like Guard Interval, FFT, FEC and modulation technique. With adjusting these parameters proposed algorithm can be tested for various jitter conditions (" Table 1 The clock stabilises in about 80 sec. The variation in the clock frequency after stabilising is 1 step only and it shows good stability over a long time. The plot confirms with the MATLAB simulations too. The stability of the module follows from these results. The Algorithm has adapted to M=150, S = 50 and P = 10,000 under these less stressed conditions with Guard interval = 1/8, 64-QAM, FEC=3/4 ( Figure 7) .
The behaviour of proposed module under stressed jittery condition is shown in Figure 8 . The clock settles in about 150 sec with reasonable stability. The jump in frequency of the module is only of 2 steps after settling. Furthermore, no data buffer overflow or underflow was observed and the television viewing went smoothly. It may seem that the settling time of the decoder clock is large, however it is not so. If the correction to the decoder side is applied in a single step, the settling time may reduce, but the sharp frequency change in the decoder clock may cause colour loss in the video signal for some duration. So, this gradual approach is preferred. The Algorithm has adapted to M = 300, S = 100 and P= 30,000 for the worst case terrestrial conditions with Guard interval = 1/4, 64 -QAM, FEC=7/8 ( Figure 8 ). 
Conclusion
This paper discusses the problem of clock synchronization in the jittery terrestrial environment. Proposed module does not involve complex computations compared to the suggested algorithms by researchers in the similar field, rather it is based on implementation of low pass filtering, moving window FIR filtering, simple weighing and averaging of error samples. The module also benefits in its simplicity, economy and less CPU time usage. This approach has handled all the limitations and complications of terrestrial broadcasting networks in a smart and efficient manner. The simulation results and the actual testing both prove the novelty in the algorithm (stable in nature) and require very less resources for an RTOS environment. The New algorithm tracks the encoder clock accurately and no audio-video data packets loss is observed. Even with a jitter of 1.2 ms, no color loss is observed using this algorithm when viewed on Television and the decoder clock settles in about 150 seconds.
